LGI: Advanced Funding and Temporary Use of Interconnection Facilities, Version 1

Effective: 06/17/10

This Business Practice establishes an Interconnection Party’s requirements related to advance funding provisions for interconnection facilities as well as their temporary use of interconnection facilities under Large Generator Interconnection (LGI) Agreements.

A. Advance Funding of Interconnection Facilities

1. An Interconnection Party which submits a request for interconnection at a given POI (Party A) shall provide funds in advance of construction for the construction of the Initial Facilities, except as provided in step 2 below. Party A shall sign an Engineering and Procurement (E&P) Agreement or a Large Generator Interconnection Agreement (LGIA) to fund the Initial Facilities and establish an Interconnection Date and an entitlement to transmission credits.

2. An Interconnection Party (Party B) that submits a request for interconnection at a given POI after Party A has submitted a request must provide funds in advance of construction under the following circumstances:
   a. Party B has signed an agreement (an E&P Agreement or an LGIA) to fund the Network Upgrades and establish an Interconnection Date and an entitlement to transmission credits; and
   b. Party A has not signed an agreement to fund (an E&P Agreement or an LGIA) the Initial Facilities and establish an Interconnection Date or has established a later Interconnection Date.

3. If step 2 above applies, Party B shall provide the following funds: i) funds for the construction of the Initial Facilities, plus funds for facilities needed solely to interconnect Party B. BPA Transmission Services shall determine which facilities are needed solely to interconnect Party A and which facilities are needed solely to interconnect Party B.

4. If Party B has provided funds for the Initial Facilities in advance of construction, then, within 30 calendar days after signing an agreement to fund the Network Upgrades needed solely to interconnect Party A, Party A must pay BPA Transmission Services the funds for construction of the Network Upgrades needed solely to interconnect Party A, plus the amount of advance funding that Party B provided, minus i) the amount that Party B advanced for construction of Network Upgrades needed solely to interconnect Party B, and ii) the amount, if any, that BPA Transmission Services has refunded to Party B through credits to Party B.
   a. Within 30 calendar days of receiving the funds from Party A, BPA Transmission Services will pay Party B the funds Party B provided for the Initial Facilities minus the amount, if any, that BPA Transmission Services has refunded to Party B for the Initial Facilities through credits to Party B. Party B shall continue to receive
transmission credits only for funds advanced for Network Upgrades needed solely to interconnect Party B, if any.

b. Party A shall receive transmission credits pursuant to the LGIA.

5. BPA Transmission Services will apply transmission credits to either party first to funds advanced for network additions required solely to interconnect that party and, once such credits are exhausted, to funds advanced for the Initial Facilities.

6. Examples:
   a. Under step 3 above, Party B provides the following funds:

   | Funds for the construction of Initial Facilities | $100M |
   | Funds needed solely to interconnect Party B     | $25M  |
   | Total funds supplied by Party B                 | $125M |

   b. Under step 4 above, Party A provides the following funds:

   | Funds needed solely to interconnect Party A     | $50M  |
   | Total Funds provided by Party B                 | $125M |
   | Minus funds needed solely to interconnect Party B | ($25M) |
   | Total Funds provided by Party A                 | $150M |
   | Total funding collected by BPA                  | $275M |

   c. BPA accelerates credit repayment of $100M to Party B (amount advanced for Initial Facilities). Credit balance for B is $25M, credit balance for A is $150M.

B. Temporary Use of Existing Network Facilities by Lower-Queued Customers

1. If two or more Interconnection Parties have requested interconnection at the same POI, which, until additional facilities are constructed, is sufficient to accommodate the Large Generating Facility of at least one but not all of the Interconnection Parties; and a lower-queued Interconnection Party or Parties establish Interconnection Dates before a higher-queued Interconnection Party does so, then:
   a. The lower-queued Interconnection Party (or Parties, if the POI is sufficient to accommodate more than one Interconnection Party) may interconnect its Large Generating Facility on its established Interconnection Date, and
   b. If the facilities needed to permanently interconnect any of the lower-queued Interconnection Parties are not completed by the Interconnection Date established for the higher-queued Interconnection Party, BPA will disconnect such lower-queued Interconnection Party’s Large Generating Facilities until such facilities are completed.

C. Additional Information

Related Business Practices

- Generator Interconnection - Large
- Transmission Credits - Generator - Large
Policy Reference

- **OATT**: Attachment L, Standard Large Generator Interconnection Procedures (LGIP), including Standard Large Generator Interconnection Agreement (LGIA).
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